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Tiffany Carmouche

Design Dictionary



A fully illustrated glossary showcasing the work and talents of a skilled designer



Tiffany Carmouche

tif·fa·ny [tif-uh-nee]



car·mouche [kahr-moosh] noun



1. Graphic Artist whose work emphasizes a commitment to

clean, effective design.

2. A designer who focuses on understanding and

communicating client needs.

3. An analytical individual who knows that good design

must elevate the message, not bury it.



Creative

cre·a·tive [kree-ey-tiv] adj.

1. Characterized by originality of thought; having

or showing imagination.

Example: The need to create—to fabricate something out of nothing—drives every designer. More than

that, a passionate designer will toil to not only create, but be creative; they will look at a project as

an opportunity to tell a story, sell and idea, or make somebody

think. In school I was tasked with creating a uniquely themed

annual report for a real zoo. I examined the organization’s mission

statement, features, and newest attractions. Immediately, I noticed

a trend toward conservation awareness and a recent exhibit

focused on educating the public about Asiatic animals. The

idea struck instantly: a Jules Verne-esque “Around the

World in One Day”. Each section of the report would

contain a stylized photo image and narrative journal entry

that told the story of a traveler, visiting exotic lands and

interacting with the local wildlife. The result was a fun, visually

interesting report that elevated the otherwise simple content

and gave reader a reason to turn the page.



Effective

ef·fec·tive [ih-fek-tiv] adj.

1. Producing a deep or vivid impression; striking.

2. Producing the intended or expected result.

Example: When up against hundreds, or even thousands of other submissions, how

does one stand out? That was the question I had to answer when I was requested

to design New Frontier Animal Medical Center’s

submission portfolio for the American Animal Hospital

Association’s 2014 Hospital of the Year Award. The

solution was to produce a clean, elegant portfolio

that highlighted the achievements of the hospital,

rather than cluttering the pages with superfluous

design elements. The result was a submission portfolio

that blew away the competition and awarded New

Frontier Animal Medical Center with 2nd place among

all submissions throughout North America. The

success of this portfolio relied on the knowledge that good design

isn’t about being flashy or trendy, it’s about understanding what the

client needs and providing them with exactly that.



Collaborative

col·lab·o·ra·tive [kuh-lab-uh-rey-tiv, -er-uh-tiv] adj.

1. Characterized or accomplished by collaboration

2. To work jointly with others or together especially

in an intellectual endeavor

Example: Often times in design one must be adaptive, especially when they are

brought in on a project that is already partially underway. When I was asked to create

a letterhead for The Waarehouse, an independent talent label, I was told the logo

was already complete and I only had a few days to finalize the letterhead

design. Easy enough, I thought. Then I was given a single black and white

graphic with no company name. I was put on the phone with the company

founder while he was across the country on a tour bus, and tried to get as much

information as possible about the company: what was their message, their

brand, who were they? What about color, type, design—did they want something

edgy, sophisticated, minimalist? With one day to create a logo, I took everything I had and

went straight to my computer. No time for roughs—I needed to get this done. They wanted

edgy, something retro-modern with saturated colors and clean elements. I channeled

Warhol for inspiration and got to work. The resulting logo was a huge hit and after a few

back and forth suggestions, the letterhead was done within the week.



Communication

com·mu·ni·ca·tion [kuh-myoo-ni-key-shuh n] noun

1. The imparting or exchanging of thoughts, opinions,

or information by speech, writing, or signs.

Example: I believe that ‘graphic design’ and ‘visual communication’

are synonymous. Underneath color theory and typography; between

the lines kerned within an inch of their life—there is a message

trying to be conveyed. The importance of good design choices

has never been more obvious to me than with the redesign of

the brochure for New Frontier Animal Medical Center. Simple

changes in layout and the swap to a crisp serif font created something

completely new and vastly improved. Bold colors added visual

interest without detracting from the content. Now the message

flowed from the front panel—vital information being relayed first,

with the eye flowing naturally to learn more about the hospital and

staff. In the same amount of space (a double gatefold), I was now

able to tell the hospital’s entire story without the layout feeling

cramped or cluttered.



Flexible

flex·i·ble [flek-suh-buh l] adj.

1. Willing to change or to try different things.

Example: The ability of a designer to be flexible is, I think, paramount to their success. A willingness

to try something new or different will only help an individual grow and further define their skill set.

When I was put in contact with Arrowlane, a vintage car restoration company, I new I was going to be

out of my comfort zone. The owner asked me to create a logo for their new service, Arrowtrack GPS;

but she had very specific ideas about what she wanted. I had to use the custom typeface already

adopted by the parent company and she wanted some kind of arrow and map graphic. This would

have been simple, except she didn’t have the file for the custom typeface, nor any way of contacting

the original designer. So I was going to have to create a matching typeface from scratch. I reminded

myself that nothing worth doing is ever easy and got to work. After painstakingly recreating the

Arrowtrack name, I began to play around with the arrow and map motif. With the idea

of a car’s navigation screen in mind, I explored different orientations. The result was

a piece that, while unique, echoed the design of the existing company logo. Most

importantly: it was exactly what the client wanted.



Conceptualize

con·cep·tu·al·ize [kuh n-sep-choo-uh-lahyz] verb

1. To form (an idea, picture, etc.) of something in

your mind.

Example: The spark of an idea is the birth of every design. It is the privilege of every designer

to take abstract ideas and bring them together into a strong, cohesive concept. When

I was commissioned by Boise Music Lessons to design a logo for their home-based

music lesson service, I was given free reign. I started

with roughs containing various design elements and

presented them to the client with the hopes that they

would give me more specific direction. They quickly

pointed out features they liked, and those they didn’t, and from

there I could see my path. Something clean and without any gimmicky

musicians symbols. It shouldn’t be too fussy—they were very mellow

teachers—and it should appeal to children and adults alike. The

final design consisted of a contemporary font and the use of a subtly

incorporated the repeat sign, functioning as both as a musical element and

a suggestion for the customer.



Insightful

in·sight·ful [in-sahyt-fuh l] adj.

1. Having or showing a very clear understanding of

something.

Example: In order for a design to be considered effective it must convey the intended message, and this can only be accomplished

when the designer fully understands the client—who they are, what they are wanting to say, who they are trying to attract. Whenever

I take on a new client, the first thing I do is ask questions about them and their business. The more I understand their mission, values,

and needs, the more effective I will be. When University Animal Hospital approached me to redesign their logo, we immediately

sat down to discuss client demographics, the hospital culture, and the message the logo should send. When we were finished,

I knew I had to find a way to communicate that this veterinary

hospital was a sophisticated medical facility that valued the

relationship between people and their pets. The logo had to

appeal to a wide range of people, though the target

audience was primarily women between the ages of 25

and 55. The use of animals in the logo was surprisingly

tricky as the market was saturated with generic dog and cat

silhouettes. Throughout the design process, I never forgot my

purpose—the message I was trying to send. The completed

logo was unique and refined, with just a hint of playfulness.
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